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How to help someone in anHow to help someone in an
abusive relationship.abusive relationship.



Everyone deserves a
healthy relationship. 

Know someone who is being hurt?

Think someone you love is at risk of being harmed?

Feel worried about what might be happening in a loved
one's relationship?

Do you:
 



What exactly is
intimate partner
violence?
Its a pattern of behaviors that one partner uses to gain power
and control over the other. That can look like a lot of things
and is different in each situation. Some behaviors can
include:

emotional abuse 
monitoring
isolation
limiting finances
threats
physical and sexual assault

While many behaviors are inherently abusive, things like
limiting finances are to be considered within the context of
the relationship. 

The harm the abuse essentially causes is an involuntary loss
of autonomy. Autonomy is what permits us to be free and
independent. No one should have their ability to choose taken
from them. To help, we should seek to restore the choices that
have been taken away or restricted by the abuse.



Are all bad
relationships abusive 
How you can tell. 
If someone is being hurt physically or mentally in
their relationship they deserve better. Everyone
deserves to be in a healthy relationship where they
are safe and loved -- but they may need support to
get there. This guide will help you in either case.

You might need some help to support the person,
like a local domestic violence center.

You will need different strategies to assure they are
safe.

It can be helpful to identify if it is abuse because:

they have a right to control their partner

their partner is their property

their behavior to control is justified

their partner is to blame for all the issues in the

relationship.

Abusers believe that:



Playing the victim. Confusing people by claiming

they are the one being harmed, making it harder

for their partner to get support and be believed.

Using systems to restrict their partner's options.

Calling law enforcement to get their partner

arrested wrongfully after reacting to the trauma

they have endured

Getting child welfare involved to scare their

partner into thinking their children will be taken,

and often to undermine their partner's

parenting.

Abusers tend to manipulate others to solidify their

control by:

 

We know - It is complicated. That's why it is so hard to
notice before it's too late and even harder to leave without
support. 

You want to help but you might need some help, too. Call a
helpline to talk with an advocate (you don't have to be in
crisis) to help make a plan to help someone in an abusive
relationship. We often refer to this as a safety plan - their
safety is our #1 priority.

904.225.9979
Micah's Place 24/7 Helpline

call or text

National Hotline: 1.800.799.SAFE(7233)



What can I do to support
someone in an abusive
relationship?
These three strategies are a good way to start. They show
your willingness to support someone experiencing abuse.
You don't have to know everything, just being there and
available is what people have told us gave them hope
when they needed it.

Ask a question 

Lend an ear 

Stay connected 



How to ask a question
when someone is
experiencing abuse. 

What is your biggest concern?

What are you most worried about?

What do you need or want?

How can I help?

What is life like with your partner?

How are the kids?

Is this relationship energizing or draining?

Do you get to do the things you like to do?

What happens if you disagree?

What does arguing look like in your relationship?



Listen to their experiences

Listen for how you can help

Listen for what they ultimately want

 

Listen fully before thinking of how to respond,
sometimes our brains get ahead of us. Acknowledge
you are hearing them by restating what they've said. 

Hear them without judgment, even if you think it's
coming from a good place. It can be hard to believe
someone you love is in this situation, and they know
that - no need to remind them.

When you are really listening to someone, you should
be trying to hear their perspective, not get your point
of view heard. 

Lend an ear 

Active listening means you are really
hearing what the person is saying.

(not what you want for them)(not what you want for them)  



What to say to
someone experiencing

abuse.
I believe you.

Thank you for
sharing this. 

I am so sorry this
is happening 

to you.

You don't
deserve this.

It's not 
your fault.

You get to
choose what
you do next. 

You are not
alone. 

I don't know what
to say right now
but thank you for

telling me. 

I am so glad
you told me, I

am sure it was
hard



Stay connected 
Leaving an abusive relationship is hard, and it doesn't
always happen instantly. It can be tough to hang in there
with someone when you hate to see them hurting. You may
not agree with every decision they make or have all the
answers, but being there can make all the difference.

Keeping in touch is one of the most helpful things you can
do. When someone is isolated from their support systems,
even geographically, the abuser has access to more power
and control. 

To truly support them also means no ultimatums. Survivors have told
us that tough love is not what they need, they need someone who

does not want to control them. 

Ultimatums put contingencies on the support you are
showing someone, if they don't live up to it, they may not
have anyone left to help them. Leave the door of
communication and support open - not shut when they
don't meet your expectations. You are a lifeline to someone
experiencing abuse. Your support alone takes some of the
power away from the abuser.

Remember: 
You could be the only person they've reached out to.



Consistently show up, help with what you can,Consistently show up, help with what you can,
and seek help for things outside of your limits.and seek help for things outside of your limits.

If someone you are concerned about hasn't made contact
lately, reach out to them. It might be that they can't, not
that they don't want to.

Nonetheless, we know that it is hard to stay supportive
when you are worried but nothing seems to be changing.
Recognize that you can't help those you love if you aren't
making sure to help yourself first. Reach out to an expert or
those you trust and if need be, take a step back. 

Staying
connected is

one of the most
helpful things

you can do



Hi fri
end, 

 

Thin
king

 of y
ou

 

-Me

Ways to stay
connected



Worried about what
might come up?

Things to
look out for:

access
to guns

strangulation
or choking

threats
of suicide

Conversation going nowhere?
If their mood seems to shift, or responses are down to one-
word answer, there are long periods of silence - its best to
back off and try again a different time. 

Don't know the answer?
It doesn't have to be perfect! It's okay to say "I'm not sure on
that, but I can find out." Just remember to follow up with what
you learn.

Not sure how to react?
Remember those tips on what to say, but it is okay to be taken
aback by someone's story of abuse. Let them know that you
need a little time. Use validating and supportive statements to
let them know you care. "I don't know what to say right now,
but thank you for telling me - that was very brave of you."

Concerned? 
If something they tell you makes you feel worried for their
safety, or that they may be in immediate danger - call the
local helpline or 911 to come up with a plan for safety and learn
about resources available for them. 



Supporting teens &
preventing dating
violence

When you talk to teenagers about how their relationship makes them
feel can give us a glimpse into knowing if things are healthy or not.
Just like adults, teens deserve to have happy and healthy
relationships. 

When you fall in love for the first, second, or fiftieth time - everything
feels possible. New opportunities, experiences, and feelings. Your
world broadens, you begin trying new foods, going different places,
celebrating different traditions. You meet new people because your
circle of friends gets bigger - everything feels roomy and free. 

In an unhealthy relationship. things don't feel so spacious or full of
wonder. Instead, your world feels cramped and constricted, with less
room to hang out with the people or things you used to like doing.
The person you're dating doesn't like them, they want all your time to
themselves. Things feel squished.

We want young people to feel like the world is full of opportunity and
wonder - and their relationship should help that, not hinder it. We
know that it can be rough trying to stay connected to your teen when
they often do their best to separate from you. Try your best to be
present, it can be the keystone to staying connected - even if nothing
is said. Being a constant person they can depend on when everything
is in flux is hugely helpful. It doesn't have to be perfect to have an
impact, just making an effort is what matters most.



Be in the room. Share space without an

agenda.

Go for a drive and let them DJ.

Watch funny videos together.

Have them teach you to play their favorite

video game.

Make a meal with each other.

Take a walk.

Order takeout of their choice.



Take care of
yourself
Simply put: you just can't pour from an empty cup. Wanting to help
someone you love can be difficult and draining, that's because you care!
But you don't have to help people with their relationships alone. Local
helpline advocates are there to support friends and family looking to help
someone they love, too. They can sometimes shed light on something you
have a question about and act as a sounding board when you are feeling
challenged. 

We know it's hard to help those you care about when we see they are
being mistreated. That's why Micah's Place is here, to offer support without
judgement, fear of shame or disappointment, to help bear the weight of
helping those experiencing abuse. The helpline is available 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. If you are scared to call, you can text us! 

904.225.9979
Micah's Place 24/7 Helpline

call or text

National Hotline: 1.800.799.SAFE(7233)

If you are having a hard time, and feeling overwhelmed, try this 5-4-3-2-1
ground exercise. Find five things you can see, four things you can feel, three
things you can hear, two things you can smell, and one thing you can
taste. Connecting to your senses can help settle your mind. 





Thank You!
You've got this! 

Simply reading this guide means you are taking steps to end

intimate partner violence. You don't have to be an expert, but

now you know how to make an impact on the ones you care for.

Your continued presence, connection, support, and validation are

what people need to get safe. 

Help is available for you if and when you need it. Remember,

you've got what you need: listen, ask, and stay connected. 

WWWW.M ICAHSPLACE .ORG 
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